### TELEVISION

**P-VALLEY** (Episode 210)  
**HEELS** (Seasons 1-2)  
**BOSCH: LEGACY** (Seasons 1 & 2)  
**SWAGGER** (Season 1, Ep. 4, 5, 6, 8, 9) (Pilot – Addt’l Photog.)  
**CRASHING** (Season 3)  
**BALLERS** (Seasons 2 & 5)  
**STAR** (Seasons 1 & 2)  
**SHOTS FIRED** (Season 1)  
**STRANGER THINGS** (Season 2) (2nd Unit)  
**GETTING ON** (Seasons 2 & 3)  
**MARRIED** (Season 2)  
**THE COMEBACK** (2014, 1 episode)  
**THE MINDY PROJECT** (1 episode)

### FEATURES

**SUPREMACY**  
**LIVE AT THE FOXES DEN**  
**THAT EVENING SUN**  
**THE FIGHTER** (Addt’l Photog. – Los Angeles Unit)  
**DISTURBIA** (Addt’l Photog.)  
**ABEBE BIKILA PROJECT**  
**SAVE ME**  
**HOME OF THE GIANTS**  
**SWIMMERS**  
**ENOUGH** (2nd unit)  
**RIDERS**  
**MORNING**  
**SPARKLER**

### DOCUMENTARIES, SHORTS AND COMMERCIALS

**THE WRECKING CREW** (Documentary)  
**HOLBROOK/TWAIN: AN AMERICAN ODYSSEY**  
**HANNAH MONTANA/MILEY CYRUS: BEST OF BOTH WORLDS**  
**THIS WORLD FAIR/DON’T MAKE ME WAIT** (Music Video)  
**WHARTON SCHOOL 125 YEARS** (Commercial)  
**MARRIED IN AMERICA** (Addt’l Photog. Documentary)  
**GRIND** (35 mm, Short)  
**THE OVAL PORTRAIT** (35mm, Short)  
**THE LAST GENERATION** (Documentary)  
**BRANFORD MARSALIS** (Documentary)

### IMAX


### Location Experience:

Tanzania, Kenya, Ethiopia, Patagonia, Chile, Argentina, Japan, Taiwan, Alaska, Russia, Siberia, France, Spain, Scotland, Ireland, Australia, Christmas Island, Taiwan, Philippines, Canada and Mexico

* 2017 Emmy Award Nominee – Outstanding Cinematography for a Single-Camera Series (Half-Hour)
* Official Selection of the 2014 LA Film Festival
* Official Selection of the 2014 LA Film Festival and 2014 AFI Docs Festival
* **Atlanta, Newport and SXSW Film Festival WINNER** – Jury Awards for Best Narrative
* **Nashville, SXSW and Sarasota Film Festival 2009 WINNER** – Audience Choice Awards for Best Narrative
* **Official Selection of the 2007 Sundance Film Festival**
* 2005 Sundance Film Festival Official Selection and Grand Jury Prize Winner at the Seattle International Film Festival
* Academy Award Nominee for Best Documentary Short Film
* 1999 International Cinematographers Guild Film Showcase